
Dimensions: 30-1/4" x 16" x 3"
Weight: 16 lbs. Ship wt. 22 lbs.

   601GT  Sticky Lizard™

Professional
GLUEBOARD

FLYTRAP

Listed 723R

OPTIONAL STICKY LIZARD WINGS
Hide Glueboards & Caught Insects:

When vertical, glueboards either slip 
into standard clips on each side of 

lamps or are folded, placed into Lizard's 
wings, and held in place by gravity, 

guard door and latch. When horizontal, 
the primary glueboard slips into a Lizard 
wing or clip in the bottom of the trap. A 

second (optional) glueboard will slip into 
the clip above the lamps

This trap holds one or two of our large 
(21-7/8" x 4-7/8") or standard

(16-7/8" x 4-7/8") glueboard(s).

See Also: gilbertinc.com/glueboard.htm

THE CORNER MOUNT ADVANTAGE 
of the Gilbert 601 series of traps al-

low you to place the trap out of traffic 
(avoiding lift trucks) yet install your 

traps down low where they are most 
effective against flies.

Corner Mount 
Advantage

Lizard Wing
(w/glueboard

inserted)

The much anticipated, Gilbert® Sticky Lizard™ is here! 
Finally, a Gilbert® quality glueboard flytrap that corner-
mounts, mounts flat on a wall (vertically or horizontally), 
and, when necessary, may even be hung from eyebolts. 
Call it unique and versatile.

You can get your Lizard with or w/o wings (shown above and at 
right). These (optional) Lizard wings reduce effectiveness a bit, 
but hide glueboards (and captured insects) from view. A different 
concealment strategy, black glueboards, are also available.

The Sticky Lizard™ features GIlbert® F20T12BL350 (20 
watt) insect attractant lamps. The standard is to replace 
lamps annually.

Six foot, 3-wire grounded power cord. Standard 115v/60hz.

Guard door swings open for easy access to lamps, lizard 
wings, and glueboard(s) for periodic cleaning / replacement.           
Change glueboard(s) regularly, at least as often as local codes 
require.

Constructed of Aluminized steel (lifetime auto muffler material). 
Nickel-chromed guard door.

ONE YEAR WARRANTY:  (Excluding lamps and glueboards).




